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Ensure that play dough and Eco Cutters are stored in a dry, cool
place.  Dough that isn't too sticky makes for beautiful creations!

Our cultural Eco Cutters are intricately designed! To achieve the
full imprint, rolled out dough should be 1-1.5 cm (~.5 in) thick.

But, shhhh! Don't tell your little ones! Part of sensory play,
cognitive development, hand-eye coordination practice, and fine
motor skills development is allowing them to figure this out for

themselves. Plus, it keeps them entertained for hours!

We know how satisfying it is to peel the dough around the cutter
once it's been stamped into rolled out dough. This still creates
beautiful outcomes, though we find more consistent creations
when we stamp the dough, lift the cutter, and then remove the

residual dough around the gorgeous patterns!

Use a toothpick or a pencil to push out any stuck dough or clay in
the more intricate Eco Cutters. 

CULTURAL SENSORY PLAY
 

 

 

 

 
HAPPY PLAYING AND CREATING! 
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Dip your Eco Cutter into flour or cooking oil before using sticky
dough or clay to achieve a clean cut out and imprint.

Our cultural Eco Cutters are intricately designed! With a bit
more effort and patience, you can get the shapes and designs

onto your dough. After baking, use colored icing to bring these to
life! 

Clean our eco products with cold, soapy water only. Do not place
in the dishwasher or hot water as our biodegradable products

will begin to melt. See our Clean & Care guide for more
information.  

BAKING
 

 

 

 
HAPPY BAKING! 
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Invite your little friends to fill their chosen Eco Cutter up with
dried flower petals, colored waterbeads (under the supervision

of an adult), or naturally dyed uncooked rice! 

Place Eco Cutters on the ground or butcher's paper and fill with
naturally dyed rice flour or powder, and then lift to see your

beautifully stenciled artwork! 

Create hanging ornaments out of air drying clay. Be sure to dip
the Eco Cutters in flour or cooking oil to avoid the clay sticking

to the cutter.

Use our Eco Cutters alongside their matching TIMBER TILE to
enhance the learning and story telling experience with your little

ones!

MORE ECO CUTTER FUN 
 

 

 

 

 
 We'd love to see your creative ideas on how else to use our Eco

Cutters! Post and tag us in your photos!
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Store your Eco Stamps and Handles in a cool, dry place. Roll out
your play dough and begin stamping away! 

Dip stamps into flour or cooking oil and stamp into cookie
dough, bread dough, and other baked goodies! 

Improve fine motor skills by encouraging your little ones to slide
different stamps into our Eco Stamp Handle and enjoy the full

range of designs in our Eco Stamp sets.

Be sure to follow the same care instructions for Eco Stamps and
Handles shared in our Clean & Care guide.

ECO STAMP FUN
 

 

 

 

 
 We'd love to see your creative ideas on how else to use our Eco

Stamps! Post and tag us in your photos!
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